
LONDON: World markets slumped yesterday as the
arrest of a top executive at Chinese telecoms giant
Huawei raised doubts over the recent trade truce
agreed by US President Donald Trump and Chinese
counterpart Xi Jinping. Oil prices meanwhile sank
ahead of the latest OPEC output decision, with Trump
pushing the cartel to hike output and guarantee low
prices while kingpin Saudi Arabia wants to cut pro-
duction to support the market.

In foreign exchange, the pound held up despite
Britain lurching toward a potential no-deal Brexit —
with Prime Minister Theresa May facing defeat in her
attempts to push through parliament a controversial
agreement with the EU.

Asian stock markets suffered a fierce selloff as it
emerged that Huawei chief financial officer Meng
Wanzhou had been held in Canada and was facing ex-
tradition to the United States over alleged Iran sanc-
tions breaches by the firm. Trump and Xi had sparked
a brief global markets rally on Monday after clinching
a tariffs ceasefire at the G20 summit in Buenos Aires
last weekend. But the rally ran out of steam with in-
vestors fretting over the fragile state of the world econ-
omy and fresh uncertainty surrounding Brexit.

The shock Huawei news, which emerged overnight,
has dealt a blow to hopes of trade peace between
Washington and Beijing. Major European capitals like
Frankfurt, London and Paris saw their stock markets
plummet more than two percent.

‘Severe’ sell-off 
“Stocks have sold-off severely ... as traders are

worried that US-China relations have deteriorated,”

said CMC Markets analyst David Madden. “The arrest
of Huawei CFO Meng Wanzhou in Canada over the
weekend has rattled investor confidence.

“US-China relations were on the mend after the
G20 summit ... and now the arrest might have thrown
a spanner in the works.” Meng is the daughter of com-
pany founder Ren Zhengfei, a former Chinese People’s
Liberation Army engineer. The company has been in-
vestigated by US intelligence, who deemed it a na-
tional security threat, and such concerns have been
voiced elsewhere too. China has expressed outrage,
urging Canada and the US to “immediately correct the
wrongdoing”. Investors are now braced for fresh falls
when Wall Street reopens, following Wednesday’s clo-
sure for a US national day of mourning for former
president George H.W. Bush.

‘Wild week’ 
“This week has been wild and there’s still a way to

go before it is over,” said Spreadex analyst Connor
Campbell. Investors are concerned that the Huawei
news “will do irrevocable damage to the fragile trade
truce”, he added.

London-listed mining and energy giants saw their
share prices tank on worries about demand from key
commodity consumer China. Brent oil prices mean-
while briefly tumbled below $60 per barrel on trader
fears of an insufficient output cut at a Vienna OPEC
meeting.

“Not only were miners in deep distress over the
potential for another nosedive in US-China relations
but BP and Shell plunged 3.0-percent apiece as Brent
crude tumbled back under $60,” Campbell noted.

OPEC members and other oil-producing countries
are mulling output cuts to prop up plunging prices,
defying repeated calls by Trump that they keep the
taps open. “We’re looking for a sufficient cut to bal-
ance the market, equally distributed between coun-
tries,” Saudi oil minister Khalid Al-Falih told reporters.
However, the remarks were interpreted as being overly
cautious.

“Expectations for a supply cut are high given that
the price of oil has plummeted by over a third in just a
little more than two months,” said XTB analyst David

Cheetham. “But the early indications are that the size
of the reduction may not be enough to halt the mar-
ket’s declines.”

Tech sector hammered 
The Huawei news also sent shudders through Hong

Kong and Shanghai markets, where tech firms were
hammered. Hong Kong-listed ZTE, which was subject
to a US banning order over security fears this year be-
fore that was reduced to a massive fine, was almost six
percent down. —AFP
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TOKYO: A pedestrian walks past a stock indicator board showing share prices of the Tokyo Stock Exchange
in Tokyo yesterday. — AFP

The ‘curve’ that 
drives Wall 
Street crazy
NEW YORK: The further it falls, the more Wall
Street freaks out. The usually unremarkable “yield
curve” made investors sit up and take notice this
week as it signaled a possible recession on the
horizon, sending stocks plummeting. 

The curve plots the difference between returns
on long- and short-term US Treasury debt, usually
10-year notes compared to two-year notes. That
spread has been narrowing in recent days, and on
Tuesday fell to 0.12 percentage points, the lowest
since the 2007-2008 crisis, fueling a stock sell off.
The phenomenon known as “flattening” of the yield
curve is worrisome, but it is the “inversion” of the
curve-when the two-year rate moves higher than
the 10-year rate-that scares the markets most.

That tipping point has preceded most US re-
cessions since 1950, and the curve last inverted
in February 2006 prior to the 2008 recession.
“My interpretation of the yield curve is that the
markets are clearly showing that growth and in-
flation are likely to slow next year,” said Karl

Haeling, vice president at LBBW Bank.
This situation in some ways defies logic: in nor-

mal times, the shorter the investment, the lower the
yield or return to investors. Conversely, the longer
the money is invested, the higher the interest rate
to offset the additional risks, especially inflation.

But with hints the economy is losing steam, the
logic is flipped. “There is a good reason why an in-
verted yield curve shows us a potential recession:
it means credit is very tight, and expectations for
growth and inflation are reduced,” said Kathy
Jones, chief of fixed income investments at Charles
Schwab.

Short-term rates traditionally move in tandem
with changes in the Federal Reserve’s overnight
lending rate, the Federal funds rate. The Fed has in-
creased the rate three times this year, with another
expected in December, to prevent inflation from
accelerating. 

That boosts the cost of borrowing for American
households, and in turn pushes short-term Treasury
bill rates higher, while putting downward pressure
on long-term rates.

But rising short-term rates also reflect very high
borrowing by the US government which is largely
using short-term debt to finance the rising deficit.
Recent news has contributed to flattening the
curve, including a speech on November 28 by Fed
chair Jerome Powell interpreted by many as signal-
ing a US slowdown. —AFP

What is China’s
Huawei and why is
it controversial?
BEIJING: The arrest in Canada of Meng Wanzhou,
a top executive at China’s Huawei Technologies Co
Ltd and daughter of the founder and CEO, jolted the
global business community yesterday and raised
fears that a truce in the US-China trade war could
come to a swift end. Meng’s arrest came at the behest
of US authorities and is connected to an investigation
into alleged violations of US trade sanctions, a per-
son familiar with the matter told Reuters. China’s for-
eign ministry said neither the United States nor
Canada have explained reasons for the arrest.

What is Huawei?
Huawei is the world’s largest supplier of telecom-

munications network equipment and second-biggest
maker of smartphones, with revenue of about $92 bil-
lion last year. Unlike other big Chinese technology
firms, it does much of its business overseas and is a
market leader in many countries across Europe, Asia
and Africa.

The company was founded in 1987 by former mil-
itary officer Ren Zhengfei. It remains privately held
and describes itself as employee-owned, though its
ownership structure is unknown. It is based in the
southern Chinese tech hub of Shenzhen and employs
about 180,000 people.

How did the company become so successful?
Huawei was a pioneering supplier of telecom gear

at a time when China was spending heavily to upgrade
its networks, importing much of its equipment. Huawei
began competing internationally in the 1990s and was
known for drastically undercutting rivals on price.

Competitors branded Huawei a cut-rate vendor of
copycat equipment, and companies including Cisco
Systems and Motorola filed lawsuits over alleged trade
secret theft. But Huawei spent heavily on research and
development and is now regarded as a global leader in
key telecom network technologies and high-end smart-
phones. In contrast, its major Western rivals, Nokia and
Ericsson, have struggled financially in recent years.
Huawei today continues to expand into new areas in-
cluding chip development, artificial intelligence and
cloud computing. Why have some governments banned
Huawei equipment? US intelligence agencies allege that
Huawei is linked to China’s government and that its
equipment could contain “backdoors” for use by gov-
ernment spies. No evidence has been produced publicly
and the firm has repeatedly denied the claims.

But suspicions persist. Concern now centers on the
deployment of fifth-generation (5G) mobile networks,
where Huawei is at the cutting edge. A new law in
China requiring any domestic firm to assist the gov-
ernment when asked has also stoked concern. The US
government has taken a series of steps to block the
firm from US markets, including banning government
purchases of Huawei gear and denying government
help to any carrier that uses Huawei equipment. Top
carriers Verizon Communications and AT&T pulled
out of deals to distribute Huawei smartphones earlier
this year. —Reuters
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